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Abstract. The growing penetration of non-programmable energy sources
will largely contribute to intensify the renewable capacity firming issues.
Providing a higher systems flexibility, i.e. the ability to match the supply
and the demand sides as much as possible, is the main challenge to cope
with, by adopting new energy planning paradigms. In this framework,
different combined strategies, aiming at efficiently integrating that large
amount of variable RES (VRES), have to be implemented. In the recent
years, the Smart Energy Systems (SES) concept has been introduced to
overcome the single-sector approach, promoting a holistic and integrated
vision. By that approach, it is possible to exploit synergies between
different energy sectors so as to identify the best technical options to
globally reduce the primary fossil energy consumption. Starting from a
quantitative and qualitative analysis of the most recent international studies
dealing with the SES approach, the aim of this paper is to critically review
and analyse the role of the main potential flexibility measures applied in
the energy planning sector. In detail, Power-to-X and Demand Side
Management (DSM) application have been considered, highlighting
strengths and weaknesses of such strategies to accomplish the ambitious
target of 100% renewable. From this literature review, it emerges how a
single strategy adoption is not enough to guarantee the required flexibility
level for the whole energy system. Indeed, the best configuration can be
attained by integrating different options matching all the external
constraints.

1 Introduction
In the coming years, energy systems are going to change their structure due to international
emission reduction targets and to technological development. Future energy systems will
have a high penetration of renewable energy sources and the Variable RES (VRES) share
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will widely grow. To maximize the energy use hailing from VRES, it will be necessary to
modify the energy systems by increasing the system flexibility, i.e. the ability to match
energy supply and demand. In fossil fuels-based energy systems, flexibility is ensured by
flexible generation capacity. Indeed, fossil sources are very energy dense fuels, which
allows them to be easily and cheaply stored, as well as to be used according to demand side
requirements. Therefore, a high number of power plants characterised by different response
time, allows to accomplish the desired flexibility degree.
When most of the energy generation will be provided by VRES, energy systems will have
to develop new strategies to figure out that issue. Indeed, according to Ref.[1], there is a
breakdown value for RES integration within current energy systems when large-scale
storage devices are not installed; it has been estimated that the allowed RES share is equal
to 25%. Flexibility in VRES-based energy systems cannot be provided solely by electric
storage since it is an extremely expensive solution. Ref. [2] shows how, in some cases,
thermal storage is 100 times cheaper compared to electricity storage. Flexibility must be
created by synergies between sectors, planning different conversion phases between subsectors, in order to fully exploit advantages of different energy carriers. Additionally, by
optimising cross-sectorial transmission and storage, it is possible to effectively adapt the
demand to VRES generation [3].
This vision is identified in the Smart Energy Systems (SES) concept, which was proposed
for the first time in 2012 by Lund et al. [1]. That concept was introduced precisely to shift
away from single-sector approach into a holistic and integrated approach that allows
identifying the best strategies for planning and improving future energy systems [4].
Figures 1 and 2 depict clearly what are the available technologies and potential layouts for
merging the different energy sectors at different scales.

Fig. 1. Energy-flow-diagrams of the optimized energy system with 25% RES share with Grid Priority
for H2NG – Hydro–methane mixture (a), MHHP – Metal Hydride Heat Pump (b), GHP – Gas-driven
Heat Pump (c) SCH4 – Synthetic Methane (d) technology integration. Source: Elsevier [5]
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Fig. 2. Aggregated model of the Urban Energy System considering established and electricity-based
heating technologies for meeting the diverse heating temperatures by the combination of Power-toGas & Power-to-Heat integration. Source: Elsevier [6]

Specifically, Figure 1 shows the energy balance of different scenarios based on
dimensionless units of energy. Indeed, in that work [5], the authors addressed how the cross
sectorial interconnections can lessen the primary fossil energy consumption, starting from
an electricity and heating demand equal to 30 units and 40 units, respectively. Referring to
a national scenario, it was assumed a total energy need equal to 100 units, where the
electricity and heating demands basically represented 30% and 40% of overall need. The
remaining fraction (i.e. 30%) referred to the transport sector, which was neglected in that
analysis.
The SES approach has been widely used in recent years to investigate energy systems at
different scales, from the continental one to individual buildings. A specific application of
this approach concerns the energy planning of 100% renewable energy (RE) systems, i.e.
systems characterized by a large share of VRES and where it is not possible to rely on fossil
sources flexibility.
Some studies investigated the state of the art in planning 100% RE scenarios, but they did
not address the structure and energy conversions. [7] Several reviews, e.g. Ref [8,9],
already studied the flexibility of high RES share systems, but they were mainly focused on
the electrical sector.
The present work analyses the entire energy system, by adopting the SES approach.
Comparing each other different scenarios of 100% RE systems, the applied strategies to
improve system flexibility have been gone through. The purpose is to critically review and
analyse the main flexibility measures applied for planning 100% RE scenarios, focusing on
cross-sectoral interconnections so as to analyse their potential role in future energy systems.
1.1 Outline
Chapter 2 summarises the main studies that use the SES approach and previous reviews on
the topic. In chapter 3 the method of choosing and analysing scenarios has been explained
and the selected scenarios are presented. In chapter 4 the scenarios have been analysed and
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compared to identify the most frequently used flexibility measures along with their
potential role in 100% RE systems. Finally, chapter 5 summarises the main findings of this
study.

2 Literature Review
In recent years the SES approach has been used for energy planning at different levels.
Connolly et al. [10] developed a scenario for a 100% renewable energy system in Europe
by 2050, demonstrating its technical and socio-economic feasibility.
Dominković et al. [11] presented the transition phases to be followed until 2050 in order to
achieve zero carbon energy society for South East Europe.
In regards of energy analysis at national level, one of the most investigated countries is
Denmark. In 2009 Lund and Mathiesen [12] planned a strategy to make the Danish energy
system at 50% RES in 2030 and 100% RES in 2050.
Thereafter, the same authors et al. [13] presented "The IDA's Energy Vision 2050: a Smart
Energy System strategy for 100% renewable Denmark in 2050", consisting of a detailed
description on how to get a complete decarbonisation of Danish energy system.
Further examples of smart energy systems approach application at national level are the
research projects presented by Vidal-Amaro et al. in Mexico [14] and Connolly et al. in
Ireland [15].
Thus, the smart energy systems approach has been widely applied to urban scale, e.g.
Aalborg [16], Copenhagen [17] and Zagreb [18].
Other studies investigated the approach suitability in small communities. For instance,
Groppi et al. [19] studied the conversion into a cleaner and low-carbon energy system for
small Mediterranean Island within the INTERREG-EUROPE funding program.
The application of smart energy systems is feasible even to the smallest energy systems,
such as the individual buildings. Lo Basso et al. [20] investigated on the potential
advantages hailing from the cross-sectoral approach for a historic building in the centre of
Rome.
In 2017 Lund et al. [4] made a first review on Smart Energy Systems, proposing a unique
definition and presenting a scientific literature survey within that research field. In ref. [21],
Deason compared 100% renewable energy system scenarios focusing on flexibility and
cost.
Recently, Hansen et al. [22] analysed the state and prospects of research in the 100% RE
systems planning. The study analysed and compared 180 articles published since 2004.

3 Methods
The first step is the selection of relevant studies which are suitable for the analysis. Several
criteria have been taken into account for shortlisting those research activities:

the development of a 100% RE scenarios;

an analysis dealing with the whole energy system using the SES approach;

the use of a high-temporal resolution and short-term model for the energy
system simulations;

an analysis carried out at national level or pertaining groups of nations;

the application within the European Union.
It is worth of noticing how the choice of computer tools is a fundamental issue, as the
integration of VRES requires a high temporal resolution model to perform a precise
analysis of system flexibility.
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The main computer tools for energy systems simulation can be categorised into short-term
and long-term models. Short-term models allow to optimize the system structure in a
reference year. Long-term models focus on optimizing the transition by evaluating the
complete pathway of energy system up to the reference year [23]. Only short-term models
have been considered here, since this study focuses on the system structure analysis and not
on the transition to 100% RE systems.
Moreover, the models must be able to simulate all energy system sectors and the
foreseeable interconnections between them.
As aforementioned, studies at national level or concerning groups of nations have been
considered as a driver for selection. All of scenarios regarding small towns or cities have
been neglected in order to limit the case studies to be analysed.
Additionally, in the groups of nations analysis, the cross-border interconnection is an
important and not negligible factor, which differentiates them from a national discussion.
Furthermore, only scenarios concerning regions within the European Union have been
considered, so as to limit the differences in geographical and socio-economic conditions.
Finally, the essential criterion is the SES approach application, since it is the most
important topic for this investigation, which aims at identifying the role of interconnection
between energy sectors.
Once the suitable scenarios are identified, the final energy system configuration and the
strategies adopted to get the system flexibility have been compared each other.
Seven studies meeting the selected criteria have been identified, and scenarios details have
been summarised in Table 1.
Table 1. Selected scenarios details.
Region

Authors

Year

Computer
tool

Ref.

Macedonia

Ćosić et al.

2012

EnergyPLAN

[24]

Ireland

Conolly et al.

2014

EnergyPLAN

[15]

Europe

Connolly et al.

2015

EnergyPLAN

[10]

Denmark

Mathiesen et al.

2015

EnergyPLAN

[13]

South-East
Europe

Dominković et al.

2016

EnergyPLAN

[11]

Finland

Child et al.

2016

EnergyPLAN

[25]

Germany

Hansen et al.

2019

EnergyPLAN

[26]

Five of these scenarios concern European Member states, one concerns a group of southern
European states and one refers the whole European Union. All the selected models use
EnergyPLAN as a computer tool for simulating the energy system.
EnergyPLAN is a deterministic input-output model developed by Lund et al. at Aalborg
University [27]. The model includes all energy sectors and is able to interconnect different
sub-sectors by a wide range of technologies (see Figure 3).
It operates at hourly resolution by balancing, for each step, the supply and demand of
electricity, heating, cooling and fuel or electricity for transportation. It includes several
storage options and cutting-edge technologies [28].
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Fig. 3. Flow diagram of energy technologies in the EnergyPLAN computer model. Source: Elsevier
[12]

4 Results and discussion
In this section, the selected studies have been briefly described, highlighting their main
characteristics. Thereafter, the most important flexibility measures and the VRES share are
compared and analysed. Finally, the discussion of cross-sectoral interconnections and the
demand side management (DSM) has been expanded including further studies, to pointing
out the strengths and weaknesses of such strategies.
In 2012 Ćosić et al. studied a potential structure for a 100% RE system in Macedonia [24].
The target year is 2050 whilst the developed intermediate scenario is by 2030. The
Macedonian energy system can rely heavily on hydroelectric generation. That is a decisive
factor in choosing a large increase in PHS (Pumped Hydro Storage) capacity to cope with
the renewables’ discontinuity. In addition, the large presence of hydroelectric allows to
reduce biomass use in electricity generation. The study does not consider the Power-to-gas
(PtG) option, relying exclusively on the interconnection between the electric and heating
sector, by adopting individual and large-scale heat pumps.
In 2014, Connolly and Mathiesen developed a seven-step plan defining one potential
pathway to get to 100% RE system in Ireland [29]. The seven stages are listed as follows:
1) reference,
2) introduction of district heating,
3) installation of small and large-scale heat pumps,
4) reducing grid regulation requirements,
5) adding flexible electricity demands and electric vehicles,
6) producing synthetic methanol / DME for transport,
7) using synthetic gas to replace the remaining fossil fuels.
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This step-by-step approach was also used in 2015, by the same authors together with H.
Lund, for developing the Smart Energy Europe plan[10]. In this study, 9 steps were
developed for the transition to a 100% RE system. Different scenarios for heating purposes
have been considered, and the best choice has proved to be the HPs use for both individual
and heat network. Identifying the maximum potential of biomass use represents a
fundamental constraint in planning. Moreover, in that study, the final steps for the 100%
RE system achievement are the so-called electro-fuels production and their use in the
various energy sectors.
In 2015, Mathiesen et al. developed a detailed plan for 100% RE system in Denmark based
on the SES approach [13]. Each energy sector, intended as electricity, heating and cooling,
industries and transport, was analysed exploiting the synergies between themselves for
identifying the best options to apply.
Dominković et al. proposed a Zero carbon energy system for South East Europe in 2050
[11]. The wide deployment of hydroelectric justifies a broad use of PHS and allows to limit
the biomass exploitation.
The use of electro-fuels is relegated exclusively to the heavy transport sector. Two
scenarios have been developed by 2050: a main one, and another one which has been built
under the hypothesis of halving hydroelectric production, i.e. “50% less hydro”. For the
subsequent comparison, the main scenario is considered, but it is worth of highlighting that
in “50% less hydro scenario” the biomass consumption has more than doubled. Indeed, the
system flexibility without the massive PtG integration, it is not enough to allow a greater
VRES use.
In 2016, Child and Breyer studied a 100% RE scenario for Finnish energy system [25]. The
geographical position strongly affects the energy demand as far as the VRES production,
especially the PV plants, causing a wide variability season by season. Therefore, the PtG
option was chosen to allow long-term energy storage.
Unlike other studies, the PtG is the main strategy to guarantee system flexibility in both
short and long term. Several scenarios have been developed, the selected one for the
analysis involves the nuclear power complete decommissioning and a sustainable biomass
use. In that scenario, more than 45% of the annual electricity hailing from VRES is
converted by PtG subsystems.
Recently, Hansen et al. studied an energy system transition towards 100% RE in Germany,
by 2050 [26]. That plan analysed the different energy sectors and the foreseeable synergies
between them.
In regards of heavy transport, 4 different scenarios were analysed, such as hydrogen by fuel
cell, electricity, CO2 electro-fuel, bio-electro-fuel. Furthermore, each scenario was
simulated with and without the maximum constraint equal to 5% of electricity production
excess, i.e. the annual produced electricity which is not consumed.
An important criterion to make the right choice is the biomass consumption threshold.
Indeed, only the hydrogen use by fuel cell, removing that constraint on electricity excess, is
compatible with the estimated biomass potential. That scenario is the only one considered
for the subsequent analysis.
Table 2 summarizes the main proposed actions in each study and Figure 1 shows the VRES
share in electricity generation.
The VRES share is very similar for all scenarios, exception for Macedonia and S-E Europe.
Indeed, these regions are characterized by a relevant number of hydroelectric power plants,
which provide a higher share of programmable generation. That issue affects the strategies
choice to be adopted, therefore the proposed programs for those regions foresee a large
increase in PHS capacity.
It emerges also correlations between the high hydroelectric share and the low or almost null
PtG share and the lower VRES share versus the wide use of PHS. All the other scenarios
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were characterised by VRES share in electricity production close to 80%, and that feature is
likely due to a similar limit of biomass exploitation in those territories.
Table 2. Flexibility measures for each analysed scenario.
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Fig. 4. Variable and programmable share of electricity generated
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Demand Side Management
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oil in industry

X

Ireland
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CHP
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Large scale EV

X

Electro-fuels to replace coal
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A common factor in the different studies is the maximum biomass potential identification,
which often drives the best scenario determination. Biomass is widely exploited in those
sectors where the electrification degree is poor owing to infrastructural constraints. For that
reason, it is often used together with electro-fuels synthesis. In addition, the biomass use in
CHPs is always foreseen, as it allows to balance the electricity needs as well. Energy saving
measures were accounted for in all scenarios, exception for the Ireland case study, which
does not include them in the analysis, but it recognizes them as crucial in the energy
systems decarbonisation. Those measures can be considered as indirect strategy to increase
the system flexibility. Yet, they are included in the analysis since they have a strong impact
on the energy balance in each step, therefore on the best option search. As regards the
cross-sectoral interconnections and the demand side management (DSM), discussion was
expanded including further studies, to analyse other viable strategies within the smart
energy systems framework.
4.1 Power-to-Heat and District Heating
The Power-to-Heat (PtH) assumes a fundamental role in all of considered scenarios. Since
the increase in RES share implies a growth in the electric carrier penetration, one of the
most promising solutions is to meet heating and cooling demands by means of heat pumps
(HPs). That technical solution allows the use of thermal storages instead of BES (Battery
Energy Storage), so as to accumulate the electricity surplus. It is noteworthy that under
specific hypotheses and operating thermal storages can be 100 times cheaper than the
electric ones. In the analysed studies, the common strategy is to provide heat to DH
(District Heating) systems in all those areas characterised by high population density, while
in the unreachable buildings clusters individual HPs have been considered. Decentralized
PtH solutions allow to convert electricity nearby heat demand locations, however not all
solutions include thermal energy storage.
Research effort in recent years was focused on the development of 4th Generation District
Heating (4GDH), i.e. a smart thermal grid providing low grade heat (e.g. water temperature
equal to 50-70 ° C) with low distribution network losses [30]. The low network temperature
also leads to an excellent integration into smart energy systems contributing to reduce the
electricity sector inefficiencies [31]. According to Ref. [32], old building stocks, i.e. the
existing ones together with their own thermal networks, can be refurbished and converted
into a new generation dwellings a cost-effective way. Indeed, the benefits, mainly due to
the higher system efficiency and interconnection between sectors, far outweigh the costs.
Furthermore, DHs already guarantees benefits integrating the current systems, since they
are able to recover waste heat from industrial processes and from thermal power plants
[33]. However, not all dwellings can be served by DH; that option is not convenient in
areas with low population density or far from the production sites [34]. Furthermore, in
some cities, especially in the historical centres, new thermal grids construction, are more
complex and more expensive. Anyway, the DH coverage potential is very wide. According
to ref. [35], DHs can theoretically satisfy about 50% of heating demand in Europe.
It is important to highlight how the PtH solution, by HPs exploitation, requires several
precautions and adjustments, resulting in higher costs. As a matter of fact, the low supply
water temperature of HPs and 4GDH needs larger size of end-user terminals. Furthermore,
there are greater electricity flows over the wires linking production sites with conversion
nodes represented by the HPs. That requires important modernizations and the electricity
networks repowering [5].
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In regards of energy planning, it is important to identify a trade-off between heat saving and
supplying heat. In ref. [36] two methodologies were proposed to identify when the cost of
heat savings become more expensive than the cost associated to sustainable heat supply.
In conclusion, PtH is an essential solution for planning 100% RE systems.
Notwithstanding, as shown in the articles analysed, specifically in [6,7], the full use of PtH
is not enough to reach the aforementioned high VRES share (about 80%). Integration with
other strategies is therefore necessary.
4.2 Power-to-Gas
Another option to use the electricity excess deriving from VRES is to produce hydrogen by
electrolytic processes. The renewable Hydrogen can be used directly or converted into other
electro-fuels by the catalytic synthesis together with either Carbon Monoxide (CO) or
Carbon Dioxide (CO₂) [37].
In the analysed studies, the most relevant electro-fuels are methanol, DME and methane. In
Ref. [26] the direct use of hydrogen in fuel cells for heavy vehicles was also evaluated. In
all selected studies, exception for what was reported in in Ref. [24], electro-fuels were used
to meet the demand for heavy transport; 4 out of 7 scenarios involved the methane synthesis
and its use. Only Ref. [6,7] used electro-fuels together with bio-fuels in industry demand.
Ref. [25] based its system flexibility on the PtG, owing to the need of long-term storages to
meet seasonal variations in supply and demand sides.
The hydrogen use versatility, due to the its subsequent syntheses, allows its exploitation in
different energy sectors increasing system flexibility and integrating larger capacity of
VRES. For instance, in Ref [10], the full use of electro-fuels allows the energy system
shifting from just over 40% RES to 100% RES.
A solution which was not used in those scenarios, consists of blending hydrogen with NG
so as to feed the existing pipelines That feature was addressed in Ref [38]. The strength
points of H2NG (Hydrogen Enriched Natural Gas blends) implementation consist of
eliminating further chemical-physical transformations, which complicate processes and
increase costs; eliminating dedicated and expensive infrastructures for pure hydrogen
storage, which implies restrictive measures to mitigate explosion risks and other safety
issues [39].
The maximum share of Hydrogen injection into Natural Gas Grid was been the subject of
several studies. According to Ref. [40]. Hydrogen fractions in the mixtures up to 3% vol.
does not require any modification to both supply and user sides. That solution is suitable
especially for all those countries characterised by wide and capillary Natural Gas networks,
since large investments are not required for constructing new infrastructures, but the
existing ones could be easily upgraded [5]. Additionally, where DH is strongly hindered by
the territories morphology as well as the urban topology, the H2NG application contributes
positively for greening both natural (NG) and heating sectors.
Furthermore, the potential of that solution is greater when the whole transition phase,
starting from the current state and heading towards the 100% RE system, is analysed. As a
matter of fact, NG will still play an important role in the most of energy transition
scenarios, representing, in the first period, an efficient and economic means for storing
hydrogen.
In NG-based countries, where heating demand in buildings is usually supplied at high and
medium temperature, H2NG allows to integrate electric VRES, and to meet heating demand
limiting costs for infrastructures modernization [41]. Finally, in Ref. [6] it was emphasized
that PtG is not an alternative solution to PtH; rather, it is feasible and more convenient to
combine them each other to effectively satisfy medium and high temperature users,
improving cross-sectors interconnection as well. Moreover, further mutual connections can
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be obtained by DH. Since the CO2 methanation reaction is an exothermic process, part of
that waste heat can be recovered for supplying the heating networks [25].
4.3 Electric Vehicles and Vehicle-to-Grid
The large-scale integration of electric vehicles (EVs) is a measure used in all the analysed
scenarios. EVs are mainly used for replacing internal combustion engines in light transport.
In most scenarios, the transport demand fraction covered by electric vehicles is
approximately 80%. In ref. [25] there was a large-scale use of bio-fuels and electro-fuels,
where electric vehicles covered only 28.6% of the overall transport demand. That choice
was due to the wide PtG use to balance the VRES generation. The partial or complete light
transport electrification process provides a large amount of electricity storage. The storage
capacity of a single battery is low, but when the entire vehicles fleet is considered, the
overall capacity it is extremely high. Considering the European scenario, the overall storage
capacity is huge. Typical storage capacity of today's EV is 25 kWh, and currently, there are
around 250 million vehicles in Europe. If 80% of fossil fuel vehicles were replaced in
electric ones, there will be an aggregated electricity storage of 5 TWh [10]. However,
dedicated infrastructures are needed to adapt the demand side to intermittent RES
production [42]. By the EVs introduction, the uncertainty level also increases on the
demand side. The further step is represented by Vehicle-to-grid (VtG) technology, by
which EVs can basically become providers to stabilize the production side as well. Indeed,
EVs could not only responsible of electricity up-takes, but they also serve as storage
devices for power grids. When vehicles are parked, they feed energy back into the grid if
required [43]. However, higher participation rates in VtG connections may require
financial incentive mechanisms, which are not commonly considered in planning studies.
Up to date, electric vehicles are in fact an emerging technology from a commercial point of
view, since levels of air pollution in the big cities are growing more frequently.
Nevertheless, a sudden decrease in specific costs along with an increase in the batteries
capacity and charging infrastructure will be necessary in the next years [44]. Furthermore,
EVs are playing an important role in the energy resources planning, indeed they allow
avoiding the biomass consumption for light transport and to conserve it for other purposes.
4.4 Demand Side Management
Demand side management (DSM) measures have been addressed in 4 out of 7 selected
scenarios. In those ones, the general approach consists of identifying a load capacity that
can be efficiently shifted and programmed on the basis of VRES outputs. By those
techniques, the RES excess can be generally reduced since the load profiles shape is
modified to be flattened as much as possible. In such studies, the main target was the
recognition of technical optimum instead of an economic one. However, when real
applications are accounted for, the electricity spot market outcomes are no more negligible,
seeing that the power up-takes timeseries influence daily prices. Having said this, the
overall measure cost could be higher than the estimated one for the reference scenarios.
Different DSM applications were traditionally used for peak power shaving and only in
recent years they have been exploited to balance the VRES generation [45]. Nowadays, the
most effective applications deal with the management of industrial demand. Nonetheless, to
balance VRES outputs, the implementation of such strategies to the residential sector seems
to be promising. The DSM activities are suitable either for single dwelling or for buildings
clusters. By constituting virtual third parties, also known as aggregators, those subjects are
able to gather huge amounts of energy for trading them on advantageous terms. In regards
of aggregators, it is crucial for them, firstly to accurately estimate the dwellings clusters
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profile, secondly to keep under control shiftable loads [46]. In a new context moving
towards the distributed generation, where residential photovoltaic plants are widespreading, flexible demands allow to lessen the energy amount taking advantages of net
metering mechanism. In such a way, the DSM contributes to mitigate the grid interferences
caused by residential prosumers. An effective intervention to manage the electricity
demand in buildings is to switch from fossil fuels to electric-driven heating systems [47].
That solution turned out to be interesting especially in Italy, where the residential heating
systems are poorly electrified [48]. Anyway, some barriers have been detected for the
DSM measures dissemination. Those hurdles mainly concern: the lack of a reliable and
cheap ICT infrastructure; the availability of timely energy and price information [49]; the
low electrification degree for heating purposes; finally, the implantation of profitable
incentive schemes for technologies financing [50]. However, even though the capital
expenditure associated to the installation within households of those equipment are
relatively low, the energy savings are moderate and pay-back periods range between 5 and
10 years [51].

5 Conclusions
This article goes through the sectorial international literature to identify the main flexibility
measures which have been applied for planning high VRES energy systems.
Indeed, several research projects explored different pathways to get the ambitious target of
designing 100% RE scenarios using the Smart Energy System approach. The authors, by
shortlisting the most relevant works, reported what are the most promising strategies to
decarbonise current energy systems, discussing also, the strength points of each technique
and the potential limitations.
The main findings of this analysis can be summarized as follows:
 Power-to-Heat plays generally a key role to reduce the primary fossil energy
consumption, as it is based on an efficient and well-proven technology. By that
strategy, it is possible to meet the heating and cooling demands deploying heat
pumps for both centralised generation and for individual users;
 The development of a 4th Generation District Heating allows the large-scale
integration between the electric and heating sectors. The low energy losses and the
great interconnection capacity do so that 4GDH is a suitable measure in each
energy scenario. Notwithstanding, only a few clusters of existing buildings can be
linked to heating networks in a cost-effective way owing to territories morphology;
 In the most of analysed scenarios, the Power-to-Gas option contributes to achieve a
100% renewable energy system, favouring the completely fossil fuels replacement.
From data analysis it emerges how a correlation between the electro-fuels wide use
and greater VRES share values exists;
 Electro-fuels are often used together with biofuels in those sectors where the endusers electrification for heating purposes is not easy to be accomplished.
 In each scenario, a precise assessment of the exploitable biomass potential is crucial.
It represents one of the most significant constraints in the 100% RE systems
planning.
 The use of biomass products for fuelling CHPs is fundamental in all scenarios, seeing
that they are programmable generation systems able to instantly balance the VRES.
 Electric vehicles connection is an additional opportunity that has been investigated in
all scenarios since it allows to decarbonise the light transport sector. The accurate
scheduling of EVs recharges along with the VtG implementation lead to an
important improvement in the system flexibility.
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 Several studies investigated on the DSM programs feasibility especially in the
industrial sector and in the residential one. Referring to this latter, appropriate
energy and cost savings can be attained only under the hypothesis of a high
electrification degree in the energy end-use.
In conclusion, it can be stated that:
A single strategy is not enough to guarantee the required flexibility level for the whole
energy system. The best configuration can be accomplished by integrating different options
matching all the external constraints.
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